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Lived experiences of doctors with ADHD
“….I am 34 years old male hospital doctor in UK, self

diagnosed ADHD couple of years ago but was in
continuous denial due to my perfectionist traits. I had an
extremely tough time last year as we became new parents,
education/job failures, career at risk, physical health issues,
financial disaster and family problems.… last week went for
private – confidential assessment with Qb test…”
“… I’ve known many surgeons who have ADHD and they
have been excellent in their work. People with ADHD or
ADD are usually bright people who are fast thinkers and fast
acting. Some take medication; some use their high energy
personalities. Being diagnosed with ADHD and receiving
appropriate treatment can make all the difference in a
person’s quality of life …”

What is ADHD ?

… and what are the symptoms & impairments in doctors ?

other ADHD-related issues


Stigma: Doctors find it difficult to talk about mental health
problems. They feel ashamed when underperforming.

 Disclosure: Should doctors always disclose a diagnosis
of ADHD?



Coming out: Should doctors come out with their
diagnosis (and experience with pharmacological
treatment) when talking to patients and colleagues?



Denial: Doctors find it difficult to accept that they have a
problem with ADHD, especially if they are just about
managing



Self-medication: caffeine-containing drinks, modafinil,
alcohol; but also problematic substance use (cocaine)

ADHD & Intellectual giftedness
CADDRA 2018, p.37

 High IQ does not preclude the possibility of ADHD.
 Intellectually gifted individuals with high energy may
be misdiagnosed as having or not having ADHD.

 Intellectually gifted individuals with ADHD may also
meet criteria of specific learning disabilities (SpLD)
and other comorbidities.

 High IQ may help coping with symptoms and …
impairment may not develop until later [in life].

 Identification of twice-exceptional learners requires
comprehensive assessment … by professionals …
with knowledge and experience [of both ADHD and
giftedness].

Research evidence

 Prevalence: 3.5% of a cohort of 5693 Chinese medical
students had (self-reported) ADHD (Shen et al. 2018)

 Medical students with ADHD had higher rates of
depression, suicidal ideation, anxiety, substance use,
ASD and other SpLDs (Banks et al. 1995, Chen et al. 2018,
Sedgwick 2018, Majumber et al. 2010)

 25% of medical students reported flexible dosing of
ADHD medication; females have lower quality of life
(O’Callaghan & Sharma 2014)

 Other relevant research: Mental health, burn-out,
fatigue, substance use in doctors (ADHD co-occurs at a
high rate, but its rarely mentioned)

ADHD
guidelines

2017-18

Comparative efficacy and tolerability of medications
for ADHD in children, adolescents, and adults:
a systematic review and network meta-analysis
Cortese et al., Lancet Psychiatry 2018; 5: 727-738

Number of RCTs

Efficacy rated by clinicians

Medication use and performance on higher
education entrance tests in individuals with ADHD
Lu et al., JAMA Psychiatry 2017; 74: 815-822

This pharmaco-epidemiological study showed that individuals with
a diagnosis of ADHD had higher scores on the Swedish Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SweSAT), a standardised higher education entrance
test, when they were medicated.

Effect of pharmacological enhancement on the cognitive and
clinical psychomotor performance of sleep-deprived doctors:
A randomized controlled trial
Sugden et al., Ann Surgery 2012; 255: 222-227
Cognitive task results

”Modafinil 200 mg given to a cohort of sleep-deprived doctors
was found to improve cognitive processes critical for efficient
information processing, flexible thinking, and decision making under
time pressure but was not effective in improving clinical
psychomotor performance.”

Treatment of doctors with ADHD



Environmental Modifications (NICE 2018)





Psychoeducation, CBT, Mindfulness



Reasonable adjustments: admin support / extra time for
paperwork / clinics, voice recognition software, more
flexible working hours, quiet office



Access to work funding (for PA/medical secretary)

Methylphenidate or Lisdexamfetamine first-line (NICE
2018); start with low dose / encourage flexible dosing.

Time management training (Solanto 2011)
Groups for doctors (Kooij 2013: “safe environment for
exchanging experiences with ADHD as a professional
and patient; dealing with acceptance and shame”)

Redefining negative ADHD traits

 Distractible or Super-observant?
 Internal distractions or Rich imagination?
 Hyper-focusing or High capacity to concentrate?
 Impulsive or Capable of quick responses?
 Hyperactivity or High energy level?
 Inattention to detail or Can see the big picture?
 Easily bored or High capacity for innovation?
Adapted from: Nadeau KG (1997) ADD in the Workplace:
Choices, Changes and Challenges

Conclusion
 Access to treatment can be hard, but if treated
appropriately, doctors with ADHD can flourish
and their employers can benefit from the
positive aspects of ADHD (eg high levels of
energy, sociability, creativity, ability to think out of
the box).

• More research and better
services for doctors with
ADHD are needed.
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